


Thank you for your interest in STAR*NET – helping you get the most out 
of least squares!

MicroSurvey STAR*NET is an easy-to-use application that adjusts 
1D/2D/3D survey networks using rigorous least squares techniques. 
Collect your measurements & GPS vectors more efficiently AND build 
confidence by ensuring your field data is both accurate and correct.

If you have used STAR*NET before, you will recognize  the same 
powerful network adjustment functionality that has been used by 
survey professionals for more than two decades. With the new Version 
7, you will find better organization of the reports and plot windows, as 
well as a handful of workflow tools to ensure you can validate and 
correct your network as efficiently as possible.

Visit the MicroSurvey website to download a free 10-point demo 
version of STAR*NET, or call us to line up a free online demonstration.

About MicroSurvey

For over 25 years, MicroSurvey Software Inc. has developed a family of 
specialized computer software for land surveyors, civil engineers, 
mapping technologists, engineering technicians, drafting 
technologists, police officers, and accident reconstruction specialists. 
MicroSurvey supports what it builds, and the staff values and listens 
to its customers.

INTRODUCTION

Our Mission Statement

The MicroSurvey Mission defines the way we do business and how we serve our customers. In 1985, we set out on a mission to create solutions that would offer our industry innovative technology and exceptional value. 

The way we perceive and react to the ever-changing worldwide business climate continues the MicroSurvey tradition of innovation and value.

We engineer technology that is designed to work the way people think. We empower people – not machines.
Our solutions for surveying, construction, engineering and accident reconstruction are inspired by our uncompromising standards for integrity, quality, leading-edge technology, support and value.
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INSTRUMENTS AND INTEGRATION

STAR*NET FEATURES

It integrates data easily.
 y Conventional total station measurements can be combined with GPS 

vectors/leveling data.
 y Different instruments can be mixed on the same job in a wide variety 

of atmospheric conditions. Do part of the job in the summer and part 
in the winter. Let STAR*NET compensate for the accuracy change.

 y Import data from FieldGenius or almost any other format. Converters 
are available for most data formats including 
TDS, Carlson, TSC (Trimble), SMI, and a variety of 
levels including Topcon and Leica.

 y Create schemes for your instrument library; 
adjust weighting and specifications in order to 
compensate for varying levels of equipment 
quality and standard errors for specific crews.
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INPUT FILES AND EDITING

Input files are simple to work with and understand.
 y The built-in data input file editor is easy to use, and will automatically 

color-coordinate your data and comments.
 y Utilize data file templates to automatically add frequently used data.
 y Use the bookmarking feature to mark specific lines in your data file 

for easy cross-referencing and lookup, or to simply segment your 
data file  and quickly jump to specific sections.

 y Input data can be entered in any order. Your crews can survey from 
both ends and meet in the middle. No data manipulation required.

 y Bad measurements can be easily commented out of the input file so 
the adjustment can be run again and again.

STAR*NET FEATURES
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OUTPUT RESULTS

STAR*NET FEATURES

Results are clear and reliable. 
 y STAR*NET results are well 

formatted for quick review.
 y The Sum of Squares, Error 

Factors, and Chi-Square 
test are sensitive to the 
inputs and give excellent 
feedback on what needs 
to be done to improve your 
results.

 y Reports offer tremendous 
flexibility, so they make 
sense and only include 
what you want.

 y Quick-jump to specific 
headings or sections, or 
select the tree view of all 
headings and sections.

 y Blunders and errors are 
quickly spotted.

 y The network plotting 
visualization tool shows 
you the final corrected 
network, complete with 
error ellipsis. You can pan, 
zoom or locate specific 
points.

It gives you confidence in your work. 
 y Geo-referencing your surveys is much easier. Reports output both 

Geodetic and Ground coordinates with combined scale factors. 
 y STAR*NET produces the ALTA - NSPS results you need for your 

surveys. 
 y “The Positional Uncertainty of any physical point on a survey, 

whether the location of that point was established using GPS or 
conventional surveying methods, may be computed using a minimally 
constrained, correctly weighted least squares adjustment of the 
points on the survey.” – from the ALTA - NSPS Land Title Surveys 2011 
requirements.
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CUSTOMIZABLE INTERFACE

Drag-and-dock.
 y With your data files list, editor 

window, output summary, 
network plot and processing 
summary, you have a lot of 
on-screen information that 
needs to be at hand for cross-
referencing, quick fixes and 
reprocessing. STAR*NET allows 
you to fully customize all panels 
– easily adjust, move, resize 
and bisect window panes to 
form the best workspace for 
your project.

Distill the functions down to only those used.
 y Completely customizable toolbars.
 y Choose between large or small icons.
 y Map shortcut keys to any function.

 y The project manager 
window stores your 
most recent or com-
monly used files.

And more!
 y Contact us or down-

load the demo to see 
what else STAR*NET 
can do for you.

STAR*NET FEATURES
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NEW IN VERSION 8

 y CS-Map Coordinate System Engine - STAR*NET 8 includes over 3800 
predefined coordinate systems worldwide, plus a new custom coordinate 
system editor which supports datum transformation and projection types not 
previously supported.

 y Geoid Modeling - STAR*NET 8 includes direct support for selecting .bin or .byn 
geoid models published by national agencies like the United States National 
Geodetic Survey and Natural Resources Canada, without requiring conversion 
to .ght format using the free STAR*Geoid utility. This includes Canada’s newer 
.byn format for geoids like HT2.0.

 y Leica DBX Conversion Utility (Improved) - The STAR*Leica DBX conversion 
utility has several improvements, including the ability to convert Resection 
data, and to convert Sets of Angles data using either the average of each set 
(as before) or using all shots.

 y Network Plot - All network plot display options are now customizable in an 
intuitive grid-view. Control the visibility, color, linetype, and size of each 
network element to graphically differentiate conventional, GPS, and Leveling 
observations. Directional arrowheads indicate both the direction and number 
of observations between two stations. Zoom and pan in the network plot view 
using smooth, intuitive mouse controls.

 y .PRISM Command - A new “.PRISM” inline option lets you apply a correction 
for measurements that were collected with an incorrect prism offset setting, 
without having to make potentially thousands of tedious calculations and 
manual edits.

 y Google Maps™ and Google Earth™ Support - View your network stations in 
Google Maps by clicking the Map button located in the Find Point dialog, or 
export your network stations and connections to a .kml or .kmz file and view 
them in Google Earth. (Compatible with Grid projects only.)

 y Level Loop Tolerance Check - Instantly verify whether or not the vertical 
misclosure of your level loops or traverses fall within maximum allowable 
tolerances, based on its total length and a selected standard of accuracy like 
NGS Second Order Class II, NRCan First Order, etc.

 y Online Updater - Stay current with the latest STAR*NET updates and 
maximize your return on investment. Check for updates at any time, or use the 
configurable automatic updater to notify you when an update is available.

 y Data File Monitor - Data Editor now monitors for any changes that are made by 
an external program to a loaded data file, and will prompt to reload it from disk. 
Data Editor now immediately updates when a loaded data file is changed by 
Overwriting or Appending to it with the GPS Importer.

 y Plus more, including dozens of improvements.

STAR*NET FEATURES
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NEW IN VERSION 7

 y Network Plot Imagery - Enhance your network plot with georeferenced raster 
images and other data files, using local files or online sources.

 y Integrated Data Editor – A fully integrated data editor, which offers 
customizable syntax highlighting (colors/fonts), bookmarking and jumping to 
bookmarked lines; no more need for an external text editor.

 y Customizable Interface – Brand-new interface which is highly customizable 
to suit your specific workflow or preferences.

 y Find Point – An advanced Find Point tool allows you to quickly locate and jump 
to any references to a specific point ID in any of your input data files by simply 
double-clicking a point name in any of your output files.

 y Lost Stations – A new “.LOSTSTATIONS” inline option is available to identify 
points which are no longer physically available. 

 y GPS Sideshots – Two new “.GPS NETWORK” and “.GPS SIDESHOT” inline 
options can be inserted prior to any G1 vector records to define the following 
vectors either as part of the network or as sideshot type records that are 
processed after the network has been adjusted.

 y Point Aliasing – A new “.ALIAS” inline option is available which you can use to 
define point aliases by explicitly naming the aliases.

 y Differential Levelling Loop Closure Check and GPS Vector Loop Closure Check 

 y GPS Antenna Height Corrections – A new “.GPS AddHiHt [HI] [HT]” inline 
option is available to specify or correct GPS base and rover antenna height 
blunders.

 y Project Manager – A new Project Manager is now available for quickly opening 
and creating projects.

 y Template Data File – A new template mechanism allows you to customize a 
template data file that is automatically added to new projects.

 y 2D GPS Adjustments – 2D Adjustment of GPS Data is now possible.

 y NGS OPUS Report Support – An importer for reading station data (adjusted 
coordinates with full covariance matrices) from NGS OPUS reports into 
STAR*NET .gps data files is now available in the GPS Importer. 

 y MicroSurvey FieldGenius Support – A conversion utility for converting 
MicroSurvey FieldGenius data collection software .raw files to STAR*NET.

 y Quick File References – A new “Quick File References” option in the Listing 
File Options screen allows you to display references to the first occurrence of 
a file and line number referencing each point.

 y And more, all added in version 7.

STAR*NET FEATURES
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SEE WHAT STAR*NET USERS HAVE TO SAY

“Over the past ten years I’ve found STAR*NET software to be very consistent in 
handling raw data files for input to GPS, traversing or leveling adjustments. The 
least squares adjustment algorithms produce reports that are easy to scan and 
identify network problems that need to be fixed.

I look forward to using STAR*NET for many years to come on transportation 
control projects.”

–James E. Kovas PE, PS
WadeTrim

“I have been using STAR*NET almost every day for the last 5 years. It is 
the perfect tool for combining conventional, GPS and leveling data into a 
control network and checking the validity in a rigorous manner. The data 
input and interface elements make it quite simple to perform a Least-
Squares adjustment on any type of survey, large or small. It is simply the best 
adjustment program that I have used.”

–Peter Haas, BCLS
FCS Land Services Limited Partnership 

“STAR*NET adjustments are taught as standard practice at Renton Technical 
College. No field control project, whether conducted by total station, GNSS, 
or both, is considered done unless it is properly weighted and adjusted using 
STAR*NET. This has been our practice since we first got STAR*NET in the early 
1990s, and it has loaded and run flawlessly on every computer we’ve ever put 
it on. Students have had the ease of learning the program and running small 
networks at home using the demo package.”

–Martin Paquette, WA, PLS

“I was considering writing an adjustment program for OIT Geomatics student 
use when STAR*NET became available in the late 1980s. I was impressed with 
the software, it was a full-featured, flexible adjustment program without the 
limitations of other adjustment programs. It is easy to use, and the manual is 
a good adjustment primer in itself. StarPlus donated the software to OIT for 
academic use in 1989, and provided updates at no cost, an appreciated level of 
industry support. Generations of OIT Geomatics graduates have learned to use 
STAR*NET since that time.”

–Jack Walker, PLS
Department of Geomatics, Oregon Institute of Technology

TESTIMONIALS
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“STAR*NET is an essential tool for anyone combining conventional survey 
measurements with GPS measurements. It is extremely simple to use and 
is completely reliable. Its ability to flag inconsistencies in a survey network 
gives me a great deal of confidence.

I am pleased to see that STAR*NET will be well supported for many years to 
come.”

–Ted Eaton, BCLS, CLS
Eaton Land Surveying Ltd.

“I first started using STAR*NET in about 1993, shortly after completing 
my Least Squares class at BCIT, where we were taught that least squares 
adjustments were simply the best way to resolve traverses and control 
networks. I’m sure STAR*NET paid for itself on the first major survey we did as 
we rarely had any mis-closure issues from that point forward. We immediately 
benefited from being able to process traverse data collected in any order and 
being able to include redundant check shots in the processing.

Now I’m in practice for myself, and I wouldn’t process my control any other 
way. What other program allows you to geo-reference your survey, compute 
grid and ground level coordinates, scale factors, convergence, standard 
deviations and error ellipses with one click... and provides a concise report 
providing confidence in the results?”

–Mark Cahill, BCLS
AllTerra Land Surveying & Geomatics

“STAR*NET has been used at Newcastle University for the teaching of least 
squares and the analysis of observations since around 1990. I find it an 
excellent teaching aid, as I use it to demonstrate that the answers students 
obtain when doing ‘hand/spreadsheet’ computations using the theory and 
principles I teach them are identical to those with STAR*NET if done correctly. 
This instills confidence in the students’ learning and provides a valuable 
check on their answers. The simple, user-friendly interface means there is 
almost no time wasted in having to teach students how to use the software, 
plus it is not memory intensive and has negligible run-time for computations. 
I find STAR*NET useful since it can be used for the simplest of least squares 
problems and computations to illustrate principles and enhance learning, but 
can also be used for the analysis of larger, practical networks.”

–Dr. Nigel Penna
Newcastle University

TESTIMONIALS
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STAR*NET Full Upgrade v6 Upgrade v7

LEV $695 $345 $295

STANDARD $995 $495 $395

PLUS $1,495 $745 $595

PRO $1,995 $995 $795

*Upgrades include 1 year of maintenance

THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICING IN THE INDUSTRY

PRICING

Options: PRO, PLUS, Standard and LEV
MicroSurvey STAR*NET comes with four different editions to suit your 
budget and needs:

 

All observations adjusted simultaneously • • • •
Includes USB Key for portability of program • • • •
Adjusts 1D differential leveling networks • • •
Graphical display of your entire survey • • •
User defined instrument library • • •
Supports Deg/Min/Sec or Gons • • •
Custom Transverse Mercator and Lambert grids • • •
Reduces observations to NAD27, NAD83, UTM • • •
Adjusts 2D/3D survey networks using least squares • • •
GPS vectors & conventional measurements combined •

PLUS
PRO

STD
LEV

Maintenance Subscription and Support

Standard support, 90 days from purchase FREE

LEV maintenance subscription $145

STANDARD maintenance subscription $195

PLUS maintenance subscription $295

PRO maintenance subscription $395
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POWERFUL FIELD DATA COLLECTION SOFTWARE

FieldGenius has evolved into the most powerful and productive data 
collection software in the world. Advanced roading, surfacing, slope 
staking, code-free linework, smart points, full robotic and GPS support 
and live graphics make FieldGenius the choice of organizations that value 
productivity. FieldGenius is compatible with all major brands of total 
stations and Windows Mobile/CE hardware.

“The combination of FieldGenius and MicroSurvey CAD gives me a complete software 
solution for surveying. The integration of the field and office software is unbeatable. 
Data processing is a breeze. From small stakeout jobs to large developments, 
MicroSurvey has me covered!”
Mark Cahill, BCLS
AllTerra Land Surveying & Geomatics

RELATED SOFTWARE
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MicroSurvey CAD – COMPLETE DESKTOP SURVEY & DESIGN

When you need a fully featured desktop survey software package, you 
now have two options for one competitive price. Every license key includes 
a copy of MicroSurvey CAD and MicroSurvey inCAD. You can run on the 
included IntelliCAD 6.6 engine or run on the latest versions of AutoCAD®. 
You can have both versions installed on your machine, or you can move the 
key between machines with different versions installed. Our USB licensing 
system enables us to provide you with maximum flexibility.

Either way you choose to use it, you get complete survey drafting, COGO, 
DTM, traversing, volumes, contouring and data collection interfacing. 
MicroSurvey desktop solutions are compatible 
with field data from all major total stations 
and data collectors.

“The combination of FieldGenius 
and MicroSurvey CAD gives me 
a complete software solution 
for surveying. The integration of 
the field and office software is 
unbeatable. Data processing is 
a breeze. From small stakeout 
jobs to large developments, 
MicroSurvey has me covered!”
Mark Cahill, BCLS
AllTerra Land Surveying & 
Geomatics

RELATED SOFTWARE

IF YOU PREFER AUTOCAD, TRY:

An AutoCAD® 
plug-in with all 
MicroSurvey tools

Stand-alone CAD 
application, built 
with Autodesk 
technology™



TRAINING AND SUPPORT

All MicroSurvey products come with 90 days of FREE support, which 
includes email and phone support. While on a support plan, you also 
receive free service packs and upgrades as they become available. 
Here are some other useful support resources:

Training Material (www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk)

Available for free on the MicroSurvey Helpdesk are hundreds of 
training videos and articles. No access fees, no limitations. Search the 
knowledge base for answers to your questions – basic or advanced!

User Forums (www.microsurvey.com/forum)

The user forum is an excellent community in which to bounce 
questions off other professional users, like you.

Feedback Forum (feedback.microsurvey.com)

The Feedback Forum is a revolutionary tool that allows YOU to direct 
the development of the MicroSurvey products you buy. It collects your 
suggestions and allows you to vote on suggestions submitted by the 
other professionals using the software. Use your votes wisely!

Classroom Training (www.microsurvey.com/training)

Want something a little more hands-on? MicroSurvey invests in the 
best trainers and training facilities.

Receive instructor-lead 
training while using your own 
workstation and copies of all 
software used in the course.

Call for booking, or view our 
training schedule online.

Thank You

Please call us or visit our 
website for more 
information on how this, or 
other MicroSurvey products, 
can help you improve your 
productivity!

Train with MicroSurvey in one of many 

facilities across Canada and the US.



Part of Hexagon
®MicroSurvey and FieldGenius are registered in the USA Patent and 
Trademark Office. Autodesk, AutoCAD, DWG are registered trademarks 
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